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            	Machining centres
                                                                                	FORTE rangeVertical machining centers
	FORTE 65 Single 1320
	FORTE 65 Single 1320 EL
	FORTE 85 Single 1620
	FORTE 7-2600 NEO
	FORTE 9-2600
	FORTE 9-3600
	FORTE 9-4600
	FORTE 10-2600
	FORTE 10-3600
	FORTE 10-4600
	FORTE 11-2600
	FORTE 11-3600
	FORTE 11-4600


	ACURA range5-axis machining centres with rotary/tilt table unit
	ACURA 50
	ACURA 50 EL
	ACURA 50 MARATHON
	ACURA 65
	ACURA 65 EL
	ACURA 65 MARATHON
	ACURA 85
	ACURA 85 EL
	ACURA 85 MARATHON


	TILTENTA rangePivotable spindle 4/5-axis-machining
	TILTENTA 7-2600
	TILTENTA 7-2600 NEO
	TILTENTA 7-3600 NEO
	TILTENTA 9-2600
	TILTENTA 9-3600
	TILTENTA 9-4600
	TILTENTA 9-4600 2R
	TILTENTA 10-2600
	TILTENTA 10-3600
	TILTENTA 10-4600
	TILTENTA 10-4600 2R
	TILTENTA 11-2600
	TILTENTA 11-3600
	TILTENTA 11-4600
	TILTENTA 11-4600 2R


	Machining centres availableMachining centres direct from the manufacturer. Very short delivery times!

                    
                
            


                        
                                                        
                                
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    

                                    

                                    

                                    
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Comparable machines
                                        To the detail page
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    

                                
    


	Automation
                                                                                	Automation + ACURAMachining centres with a swivel rotary table


	Pallet automationMARATHON, INDUMATIK, EROWA
	MARATHON SR422
	MARATHON SR518
	MARATHON PL406
	MARATHON RZ430
	INDUMATIK Light 30
	INDUMATIK Light 60
	INDUMATIK Light 120
	INDUMATIK 150
	EROWA ERC 80
	EROWA Leonardo
	EROWA ERD 150


	Workpiece automationBMO, ROBOJOB, LANG
	BMO Platinum
	BMO Titanium
	BMO Iridium Hybrid
	ROBOJOB Mill-Assist
	ROBOJOB Tower
	LANG Robotrex
	PROMOT Promro Hybrid RD


	Linear chain linkingLinear chain linking with ACURA 5-axis machining centres
	Tool automationStandby magazine
	Standby magazine


	Automation + TILTENTAMachining centres with pivoting spindle and NC rotary table
	Automation interfacesInterface solutions for automation
	BMO automation
	EROWA automation 
	INDUNORM automation
	LANG automation
	ROBOJOB automation
	PROMOT automation
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                                        To the detail page
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    

                                
    


	Technology
                        Technology
                                                    	Accuracy
	Highlights & options
	Liquid-cooled motor spindles
	CNC controls
	3D mould construction honing
	Temperature compensation
	Zero-point clamping technology
	Coolant systems
	NC rotary tables
	Pivot bridges
	Setup optimisation
	Energy-saving function
	Desired paint finish
	Chip presses

                    
                
            
                        
                            
                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            NC rotary tables and clamping systems.
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                

                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            Construction for highest precision.
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                

                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            Enhanced performance with coolant systems.
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                

                            

                        


                            
    


	Areas of application
                        Areas of application
                                                    	Mechanical engineering
	Tool and mould making
	Contract manufacturing
	Food and packaging technology
	Agricultural engineering
	Plastics engineering
	Aecronautical and aerospace engineering
	Automotive industry
	Process technology
	Power engineering
	Medical engineering
	Shipbuilding and ship engineering
	Rail vehicles and rail technology
	Research and education

                    
                
            
                        
                            
                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            User report
                                            Aerospace | TILTENTA 6-2300
                                        
                                    
                                

                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            User report
                                            Job order production | ACURA 65
                                        
                                    
                                

                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            User report
                                            Process technology | TILTENTA 7-3200
                                        
                                    
                                

                            

                        


                            
    


	Customer service                    
    


	Company
                        Company
                                                    	About us
	News
	Suppliers
	HEDELIUS Technology Centre
	Exhibition dates
	Appointment in the demonstration center
	Live-Stream
	Download
	Videos
	Sales partners

                    
                
            
                        
                            
                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            HEDELIUS: the company. 
                                            Personal. Steadfast. Reliable.
                                        
                                    
                                

                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            Transparent factory.
                                            Arrange a factory tour.
                                        
                                    
                                

                                
                                                                        
                                        
                                            HEDELIUS on show.
                                            Trade fair dates.
                                        
                                    
                                

                            

                        


                            
    




        

    




    
        
            

        

    









    
        Sorry!

        Technical problems are a rarity with us, but you have indeed just found one. 
 Perhaps there is no translation of this page or the page no longer exists. 

        Let's try again from the beginning: www.hedelius.de/en/

    




    
        
            
                
                    	
                            
                                









                                Free customer service hotline +49 5931 9819-89                            
                        
	
                            
                                








                                Appointment in the demonstration center                            
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	Legal note
	
	AGB
	
	Certificate ISO 9001
	
	Data protection declaration
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